Holiday Activities Ideas
Try out these different activities. You can do as many or as few as you like! Remember to take photos
and send them in via your class emails or our Facebook page.

Body Drawing
Try drawing an Easter picture using
a different part of your body to
hold the pencil – toes, mouth, or
attach a felt tip to your cycle
helmet and wear it to draw a
picture.

Tongue Twisters

Hands!
Draw around your hand and then pick one (or all) of these tasks
-Using just 3 colours, decorate it as creatively as you can
-Using just 2D shapes make your hand into something else
-Turn it into an animal
-Fill it with things that represent you.
Challenge – measure the hand span of everyone in your house. How
do they compare? How can you represent the difference?

“She sells seashells on the sea
shore”
How quickly can you say it?
How many times in a row can you
say it without making a mistake?
Challenge – come up with your
own tongue twister using words
starting with the same sound.

Karaoke!

Musical challenge

Photobooth
Egg and spoon races
Boil an egg (or use a stone) and
have an egg and spoon race in
garden.

Create a boat
Using recycled materials, can you
create a boat that will float. Can
you add detail on to show the type
of boat you have created?

Design or find props for a
photobooth and hold a photo
party!
Challenge - Can you try to recreate
a certain decade e.g. 1960s?

Have a family karaoke night in.
Choose your favourite songs,
grab a hairbrush microphone
and sing along 😊
Challenge – record yourself
singing and email the video to
your class teacher.

Write a song about your home
town/local area to encourage
tourists to visit.
Challenge – record yourself singing
it and email the video to your class
teacher.

The Dot
Watch or read the story The Dot
by Peter Reynolds
https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=Clpw7PG7m1Q&t=8s
- Draw a dot on paper (you can
make it whatever colour or size
you like and use whatever you
like to create your dot – pencil
crayon, paint, pen etc)
- Use your imagination to turn the
dot into something different but
make sure the dot is still clear
when your picture is finished.
Challenge – Write a short story
involving your dot picture.

Diary

Quiz

Hide and Seek

Can you record a written or video
diary of your time at home?
This will be something talked about
in history lessons of the future!

Design a quiz for your family. You will need to think of a set of
question and answers which can be grouped into categories.
Perhaps you could include forfeits or bonus questions.
Challenge – have different rounds – maybe even picture or music
rounds!

Play a whole family game of hide
and seek. Who finds the best
hiding places in your family? Who
is the best detective and can find
everyone the quickest?

